GIS at ITD

Understanding the value of using GIS to spatially display data using IPLAN.
Background

- Silo databases and groups within ITD
- Another business unit contracted out to start IPLAN
Data was stagnant

Business units didn’t want to use “old” data

Other units didn’t know or understand what IPLAN could do for them
Transfer of Responsibility

- IPLAN was given to GIS group
- Worked with contractors to create ETLs
- Encouraged usage at the district levels
- Refreshed IPLAN’s image
New Look, More Users

- More business units “jumping on the bandwagon”
- Collector App
- Transparency with the public and other agencies
- Easier to collaborate with the districts and headquarters
- Current data
In the Field

- Creating apps for use in the field
- Foremen are able to easily use and adjust their needs
- Incorporates other agencies services
Questions?

- Nicole Hanson
- GIS Specialist
- Nicole.Hanson@itd.idaho.gov
- Iplan.maps.arcgis.com